
330 m2 1.155 m2 10 5 1 Pending 310 €

Transaction: Tourist rent

Category: Villa-House

Situation: Calonge i Sant
Antoni

Washing
machine:

Yes

Utility
room/area:

Yes

Terrace: Yes

Residencia Occitania-Building complex with 5
apartments

House with 5 apartments. Capacity : 20 people. Common
swimming pool (10 x 5). WIFI

Get away on holidays is an exciting moment for many families. Good
friends, childs of the same age, the sun, the swimming pool, etc. But being
two weeks all together also requires the opportunity to have your own
space and intimate moments.

On one side, Occitania's residence offers many advantages of a common
outdoor area with a large table for 20 people, a gas barbecue to make
thick grilled salt ribs and a shallow pool ( 1.10m) . Adults and childrens can
cool off and play ball. 

On the other side, the house has 5 independent apartments that allow
families to enjoy intimate moments and be isolated from the rest of the
group.

The apartment has two bedrooms for 4 people, one bathroom and a
kitchen (fridge, ceramic hob and oven) open to the lounge. The living
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room includes a TV with Spanish channels and a DVD player. In addition,
the accommodation offers free Wi-Fi.

Cars can be parked on the street because there is enough space. The
interior of the house is reserved for children and there is a common
washing machine for the all guests in the garage zone.

Come and enjoy the holidays with your family or your friends in one of the
most beautiful areas of the Mediterranean.

Renting for nonsmokers
Animals are not accepted

Apart 1:
2 double beds from 135

Apart 2.: 
1 double bed from 135
1 bunk

Apart.3: 
1 double bed of 150
2 single beds

Apart.4: 
1 double bed of 150
2 individual beds

Apart.5: 
1 double bed from 135
1 bunk
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